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Ray Rushton gets his Bevan Boy Medal

Last month Ray Rushton received his
“Bevan Boy Veteran” badge,
commemorating his mining service
during the 1940s.

Called up on 6th June 1944 (D-Day),
Ray was expecting to join the RAF -
he had joined the ATC while at
Wellington Grammar School in 1939
and continued with the ATC when he
started work at the National
Provincial Bank in 1942.

Due to a national man-power
shortage in the mines during the
War, Ernest Bevan, minister of labour
and national service in Winston
Churchill’s coalition government
introduced the famous “Bevan Boy”
scheme. When Ray reported with his
papers, he was told that the RAF
didn’t want any conscripts that week,
so he had to go down the mines. He

was sent to Haunchwood Colliery,
near Nuneaton, for initial training,
joining Kemberton Colliery in August
1944, to complete his underground
training.

He worked for 2 years on haulage
and with the pit ponies, however
chance meetings with the mine
surveyors and his inquisitiveness as
to what they were doing, led to him
working in the Surveyors Office,
initially for the Madeley Wood Co.
but after Vesting Day for the NCB.

While many Bevan Boys left
following de-mob in 1947/48, Ray
stayed on. R.Asbury, the surveyor at
Kemberton enrolled Ray on a
correspondence course, plus 1 day a
week at Walker Technical College.
Mr. Asbury made the news when he
became the youngest appointed

Colliery Manager at Highley in
1948 - leaving Ray in the
Surveyors Office. Ray became a
fully qualified Mine Surveyor in
1950, moving to Granville Colliery
in 1963, then to the Area Office in
Stoke-on-Trent in 1979 when
Granville closed. Finally retiring in
1984 - although he points out that
he hasn’t been de-mobbed yet!

Recent Collapses
There have been a couple of
collapses recently at Shropshire mine
sites. At Westcott an old adit near
the road ran-in, prompting remedial
works by the Council (see page 14).
At Rorrington, a small hole has
opened up in one of the tracks. This
collapse is more significant as it
effects one of the main winter bat
roosts in this area. The Club are
working with the Estate and the Bat
Group to protect the roost.
Perkins level has been given the ‘All-
clear’ for visitors, following recent
rock falls, by Dave Carlyle.
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News Round-Up 1
by Ivor Brown

Plans for Highley Colliery
An interesting 13 page article on the
Development of the Highley Mining
Company’s New Alveley Colliery has
been located in The Transactions of
the Institute of Mining Surveyors,
Oct. 1945 Vol. XXV. It was written by
the Shropshire Colliery Manager
W.I.Cain and contains plans of the
original site layout, headframe and
concrete bridge design details. This
institute was active for over 20 years
before it combined with RICS about
1950.

The office is given as “Halesfield”,
Normanton, Yorkshire (see figure 1,
right). There must be a Shropshire
connection there.

Coal Authority Returns
In their returns for year-ending
March 2007 the Coal Authority
showed that Shropshire had no
underground mines and only one
opencast coal site, this employed 5
persons and had produced 463 tons
during the previous 12 months.

National Statistics
The national statistics show that
only two new planning permissions
were granted for mineral working in
Shropshire during the year 2006/7.
This is surprising considering it’s
wealth of minerals and their
importance in the past!

In comparison Staffordshire granted
21 and Derbyshire, including Peak
District, granted 11.

New Telford Opencast
UK Coal’s application to take nearly
1 million tonnes of coal from it’s
proposed Huntington Site in Telford
is being reconsidered.

Known previously as Dawley No.2,
site permission was refused by
Shropshire County Council some
years ago. UK then gained approval
by appealing to the planning
inspectorate. This was then
overturned by the Secretary of State
(John Prescott), then UK Coal went
to the High Court, but by this time

the site had lost it’s economic value.
Coal prices are now much higher so
the application starts again!

It is proposed to work 10 different
seams over 30 months and in
addition to make 250,000 tonnes of
fireclay available to the market. UK
Coal are also prepared to pay half a
million pounds into a “Community
fund”.

[Note: There is a lot of local
opposition to the mine from
residents in New Works,
Huntington and Little Wenlock,
plus groups such as “Friends of
the Ercall”. All of them objecting
to the potential noise and
pollution., with claims that dust
from the site will harm wildlife,
and cause asthma in local
residents. Even Tesco on the
Wellington Retail Park is claiming
that noise, dust and pollution
from the site will effect staff and
shoppers - they obviously
haven’t looked out the window at
weekends to see the huge traffic
jams clogging the surrounding
roads, full of ‘healthy’ shoppers
crawling to their store!]

150th Anniversary
This year The Midland Institute of
Mining Engineers is celebrating its
150th Anniversary (formed originally
as South Yorkshire Viewers
Association on 9th June 1857). It still
has about 600 members and meets
monthly at Kellingley Mines Rescue

Station. At the March meeting the
3rd row of the audience consisted of
the general manager UK Coal,
manager of Eckington and Hayroyds
Collieries, representatives of Leeds
University Mining Section,
Caphouse Colliery Museum and the
Mines Inspectorate. Elsewhere were
representatives from Maltby Colliery
and Hatfield Colliery - all pits in
England with over 10 employees.

Caphouse to Produce Coal
Caphouse Colliery should be
producing coal again soon as
contractors drive new tunnels to form
a new underground gallery
configuration. A visit is being
planned for NAMHO delegates to
see this work during their October
meeting.

Corrections to
Below 2008.1 Spring 2008

1. Waxhill Barracks Pit p18 line 4,
the main shafts were sunk in 1828
not 1928 (apologies IJB).

2. Spiral Classifier rebuilt p21 - This
device is not a trommel. A
trommel “is a rotary screen for
sizing coal, ore or aggregates,
consisting of a cylindrical shell of
perforated plate or wire cloth
supported on a control shaft”.
Nelson’s Dictionary of Mining
p480. The Snailbeach trommel is
shown in a photograph in  IJBs
“West Shropshire Mining Fields”
p43, top part of lower picture.

Figure 1: Institute of Mining Surveyors address from Transactions of
Institute of Mining Surveyors Oct. 1945.
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Winch Descent of Ramsden Shaft, The Bog
1st September 2007

On Saturday 1st September an eager
group of Club Members started
arriving at Ramsden Shaft for the
planned winch descent. Despite
Steve Holding claiming “you won’t
find me in the same county when this
happens!”, he did put in an
appearance.

Paul Thorne had agreed to bring his
winch up from Kent for the weekend
and after an early start arrived just
before 10am. Pausing only for a cup-
of-tea, he then set-about rigging a
small tripod/headframe over the shaft
and aligning the winch, which took
about an hour or so.

Once the winch was ready, the
MineCam (with Oxygen meter
attached) was lowered down the
shaft to give Paul an idea of what
was down there, including a stop at
the timbers at the 75m mark, where he
was able to see the large splinter of
wood projecting off one of the cross
timbers and which was considered a
‘hazard’ for those going down the
shaft.

After negotiating the cross-timbers
the MineCam continued to the
bottom of the shaft to allow the
oxygen meter to ‘sample’ the air. As
it didn’t go off, it was assumed that
the air was good ... !

True to his word, Paul volunteered to
be the first person down, with Stuart
Tomlins getting a ‘crash’ course on
operating the winch. Paul’s winch is
quite a compact device, with
provision for telephone
communication between the person
dangling down the shaft, the
banksman and the driver. In addition
to this we also had a couple of Club
radios in operation, plus the
MineCam microphone and speaker,
so we were well provided for with
audio and video links, allowing the
landowner and others on the surface
to follow the underground action.

We only had one ‘hiccup’, when the
winch engine stopped, and wouldn’t
initially re-start - the only person who
knew how it worked was at that
moment over 70m away dangling on
the end of the wire!

Paul Thorne fitting the
heaframe legs to the pulley
mount.

Note: Alan Talyors ‘bat
castle’ in place over the top
of the shaft, left background.

Paul and Neal Rushton, checking
the ‘hang’ of the main pulley over
the top of the shaft cap.

The arrangement at the top of
the headframe - the legs fit into
moveable sockets and the main
pulley for the winch cable hangs
from the centre of the top plate.

Stuart Tomlins
getting to grips with
driving the winch.

The ear-defenders
also act as
headphones for the
telephone link to the
person in the
bosuns chair and
the banksman.
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Paul’s first task was to descend to
the cross timbers at the 75m level and
cut off the splinter. The MineCam
was used to follow Paul down the
shaft and to watch the action as he
cut through the wood - it made a very
impressive noise as it fell away to the
bottom of the shaft 45 metres below!
Paul soon followed, although in a
more controlled manner.

When he got off the bosuns chair
and scramble over the debris into the
entrance to the level he found he was
in waist deep water. After a quick
recce, while everyone on the surface
anxiously watched the MineCam
monitors, it was decided to send
down two more Club Members. Chris
Andrews and Tom West were the
lucky duo and were quickly sent
down equipped with a compass and
tape, plus a waterproof camera.

Once at the bottom a rough compass
and tape survey of the easily

Paul about to
make the first
descent.

Surface pictures:
Kelvin Lake

Winch Descent of Ramsden Shaft, The Bog, cont ...
1st September 2007
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accessible workings was carried out
(see plan). They were able to follow
the tunnel towards Boat Level for
some distance, until it sumped. There
is a possibility of climbing up into
stopes above the level, but more
equipment would be required.

Before hyperthermia kicked in too
much, they were able to take the
MineCam out of the shaft and along
the passage behind the concrete
shaft lining to a collapse by the climb
up to the over-head stopes, again
giving those on the surface a chance
to see what was beyond the shaft
walls, plus a glimpse of the ‘otjer
side’ of the shaft lining.

All three were successfully
abstracted from the shaft and the
winch safely packed away by 6pm
giving us plenty of time to retire to
Nick’s for a wash and brush-up,
before going to the Stiperstones Inn
for something to eat ... Oh, and a few
drinks.

Thanks
Thanks to Paul Thorne for making
the journey up to Shropshire and
bringing his winch along (a very
impressive piece of kit) and especial
thanks to the landowner, Mrs Barron,
for not only allowing us access to the
shaft but for supplying several
batches of tea and coffee during the
day.

Winch Descent of Ramsden Shaft, The Bog, cont ...
1st September 2007

Above: Paul Thorne descending Ramsden Shaft - in the
upper sections the concrete blocks are clearly visible.

Above: about 30m down the shaft. Water has coated
the walls with calcite and ochre.

Below: Paul at the cross-timbers (75m depth) preparing to saw off the
large ‘splinter’ by his feet.

Below: (L to R) Chris Andrews, Paul Thorne and Tom West leaving
the bottom of the shaft and wading up the level

Pictures this page: I.A.Recordings MineCam.
A DVD of the descent is available.
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Above: Paul and Chris Andrews examining an old
bottle in the level off the bottom of the shaft.

Above: Paul making his way down the passage towards
Boat Level

Winch Descent of Ramsden Shaft, The Bog, cont ...
1st September 2007

Some Notes on a Previous Descent of Ramsden Shaft
By Stuart Walker 

dead end may have been just a dog
leg in the adit, so unless the water
level has dropped meanwhile this
would be the most promising
direction.  I also remember Bob Hall
descended Swag shaft on the Bog
Sett, which was an inclined shaft,
(Geological Bulletin 14 by Dines
shows it as an offset shaft),  but I am
reasonably sure he didn't get
down to Boat Level.  I seem to
remember we were going to revisit it
but the Forestry Commision had
meanwhile filled it up with dead
trees. 
 

So, I think, since it was a hell of a
climb, and there didn't seem much

I sat on the top of Ramsdens shaft
the last time it was descended by
SWCC. Phil Rust and A.N. Other,
whose name I’ve forgotten, were the
two who actually bottomed the shaft
to Boat Level.

Phil Rust went towards Bog mine
until the water became too deep. He
didn’t manage to get into any
workings.

The other person  went towards Rock
mine and thought that he saw a dead
end, but did not go actually up to it,
since he was wet and knew he had to
climb up over 400’ of ladder.  When
he got to the top he reckoned his

chance of getting into anything,
descending Ramsdens Shaft was not
attempted again.

By the way the shaft at Rock mine
does not seem to connect with Boat
Level, it's only about 200’ (62m) deep
to water (a report and survey from a
descent of Rock Mine shaft on 28th
January 1998 by Ben Shaw and Alan
Robinson appeared in Below! 1998.1).

[Note: The above was sent for
information before the winch
descent, I’ve included it here as
members might be interested in the
details surrounding earlier attempts
at exploring this mine (in the 1970s?)]

Below: View of the other side of the concrete shaft lining. Tom
is visible on the right in the entrance to the shaft, with Chris just
visible through a small hole (centre) broken through the lining.
(I.A.Recordings MineCam)

Underground pictures taken by: Tom West
Below: Chris Andrews, exploring one of the
levels  beyond the shaft.
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Hamstead Colliery Disaster

Miners 10-year wait
The report said the average time for a
claim to be processed was about two
years. Most of the remaining claims
are expected to be settled by
February next year.

The Department for Business
Enterprise, which administers the
claims, said improvements had been
made since the scheme began. It
admits that far too much money went
into the solicitors' pockets and
expects them to be vigorously
pursued for the money they have
been ordered to repay.

The compensation scheme was put in
place after British Coal was found
negligent in its treatment of ex-
workers. But the government did not
gather its own assessment of how
many claims there were likely to be,
or how much they would cost,
instead relying on forecasts from
British Coal. Neither did they realise
that claims from miners who
subsequently died would be payable
to the miners' widows and families.

Lord Lofthouse of Pontefract, who
has long campaigned for miners
compensation, told BBC Radio 4's
Today programme that it was
solicitors who were most to blame. In
what he described as "an evil act",
Lord Lofthouse said firms often first
charged the government, then raked
money off the compensation awarded
to the miners.

BBC News Reports, 5th March 2008

'Mole man's' £300,000
repair bill

 Pensioner William Lyttle, 77 ( known
as the "mole man") who created a
labyrinth of tunnels under his house
in Mortimer Road, Hackney, East
London over the past 40 years has
been forced to pay a £300,000 repair
bill from Hackney council.

His underground workings almost
caused the property to collapse and
the council had to evict him in 2006
to allow work to stabilise the house.
In 2001, his digging led to a 15ft-wide
hole appearing in the public footpath.

The High Court ordered Mr Lyttle
(who has been banned from going
near the house to ensure he does not
damage the restoration work) to pay
the councils costs or the property
could be sold to pay the bill.

Various News Reports April 2008

Former miners have had to wait over
10 years for government
compensation for pit-related
illnesses, the Public Accounts
Committee has found. Some of the
men died while their claims were
being processed because ministers
underestimated the volume and
complexity of their cases. During this
time solicitors earned more than
£1.3bn in handling the claims.

The highly critical Public Accounts
Committee report argues that more
than 100,000 men are still waiting for
payment of their settlements. The
report says the scheme had
underestimated the number of
claimants and it was too slow and ill-
prepared in dealing with payments
for men who suffered from lung
disease or vibration white finger,
which affects the circulation of the
hands. The government had expected
about 218,000 claims, but there have
in fact been about 762,000 claims.
Some of these were elderly and ill and
in no position to wait for years for
compensation.

In more than two thirds of cases, the
average administration costs were
higher than the amount of
compensation. One solicitors' firm
alone raked in almost £124m.
Estimates of the amount of
compensation had been put at about
£614m, but it is thought the true cost
once they are all settled will be about
£4.1bn as well as a further £2.3bn in
administration.

US Bats Mystery Illness
A mystery illness, White nose
syndrome, killed tens of thousands
of bats across the north-east of
America earlier this year. Little is
known about the syndrome other
than it leaves small, white, fungal
spots around the nose and mouth of
the bats.

For some reason the bats woke
prematurely from their winter
hibernation, while the woodlands of
New England were still frozen and,
with their fat reserves seriously
depleted, they failed to find any
insects in the frozen woodland.

This resulted in hundreds of starving
and exhausted bats flying around the
woods during the day, in an area of
disused mines and caves, close to
the border with New York State.

One possible link under serious
consideration is the equally
mysterious catastrophe that has
affected the honeybee population.
Colony collapse disorder (CCD)
ravaged hives across the US last
year, although so far the bat
syndrome is confined to the North-
East.

Hamstead has also mounted a
display of items left by the miners,
including a message scrawled by a
17-year-old miner, boots and
helmets in tribute to the men. It
also has the final message which
was scrawled on a shaft door by
17-year-old Joe Hodgkiss, which
says "The Lord Preserve Us". The
home of one of the miners, Edwin
Johnson, still stands on the Old
Walsall Road.

News Reports, 5th March 2008

A ceremony was held in March to
mark the 100th anniversary of  the
Hamstead Colliery disaster. Twenty
six men died after becoming trapped
when a fire broke out in the shaft on
4 March 1908. Hamstead Colliery
mined coal from 1878 for almost 90
years over an area of 500 acres in
what is now part of Great Barr.

The ceremony marked the start of
work on a memorial in what was the
mining village for Hamstead Colliery
in Birmingham.  St. Paul's Church

News Round-Up 2
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The Blue Mountains are an elevated
plateau of 3-3,500ft in height,
dissected by rugged gorges and
cliffs, separating the port of Sydney
from the rich farming land of the
west. There are towering cliffs
separating mineral deposits in the
bush-clad valleys from the ridge-top
main railway route and roads. The
gum trees give off a fine vapour,
which hangs over the trees in a pale
blue cloud, from which the mountains
take their name.

Our friends in Sydney took us on a
visit there and our first port of call
was gleefully introduced as “the
plunge of death!” Indeed, it certainly
felt like it as the passenger cars, with
suitably angled seating, start off at
what seems a steep angle but then go
over an edge and shoot into a tunnel
at a much steeper angle! The
Katoomba Scenic Railway is the
world’s steepest incline railway and
conveys more than 850,000
passengers a year. It consists of an
unique ride through a tunnel in the
side of the mountain and descends
415 metres at a maximum grade of 52
degrees, passing an ancient
rainforest area before reaching the
Jamison Valley. It was built in 1878 to
service a coal mine but over the years
the railway was also used to convey
coal and shale from the Ruined Castle
area and Megalong Valley up to the
main railway.

At the bottom of the railway there are
bush walks through a temperate
rainforest area and a purpose built
elevated walkway that takes you past
the coal mine and other industrial
relics. The original incline had a
vertical fall of 229m, compared with
the current 179m, but there was a 40m
incline lowering the coal tubs down
from the adit to the base of the main
incline. The present base is on much
the same level as the mine adit and
the method of loading incline skips is
demonstrated by a tipped up coal
tub. The walkway passes a
reconstructed mine office and
examples of earlier versions of scenic
railway cars.

Ventilation at the mine was furnaces.

Katoomba mine had three furnaces,
two in the early days and one in more
recent times.  The No 1 furnace
tunnel is illuminated and shows a
‘fire’ with a  ‘stoker’ at work. The air
for the coal fire was drawn out of the
mine, while the fresh air was drawn in
at the entrance and directed to where
the miners were working along the
access drives by hessian curtains
that were kept wet or with wooden
doors. The air was then directed back
to the furnace by more curtains and
where necessary crossovers, where
the roof was dug away to allow a
duct to be constructed across the top
of a cross tunnel that was being
used.

There are examples of filled coal tubs,
a 1908 geology report and a tableau
of a miner with a horse drawn tub; all
very realistically portrayed, before
reaching the main adit. There are
nearly 100km of tunnels in the cliffs,
working being by room and pillar and
a number of artefacts recovered from
the mine are
displayed.

The walkway
continues through
the rain forest past
a bucket and
hanger (fallen from
an ill-fated
ropeway), a
reconstructed
miner’s hut, other
industrial remains
as well as notices
drawing attention
to particular

The Plunge of Death, Blue Mountains, Australia
Andy Wood

Loading station
(for tourists) at
the top of the
Scenic Railway.

Above: The incline on the Scenic
Railway.

Below: Coal tipper from the mine for
loading into skips on the incline.

All pictures: Andy Wood
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examples of the native bush. One
may then return to the cliff top either
by cable car or the incline.

History
George Clarke discovered coal in the
area in 1841 (the whole Sydney basin
has an underlay of coal which rises at
Newcastle in the north, around
Wollongong in the south and is
present at the bottom of the cliffs in
the Blue Mountains). By 1870
kerosene shale had been discovered
in Kanimbla Valley. A coal mine
opened at Katoomba in 1878 and
kerosene shale was being mined by
1885. The Katoomba Scenic Railway
was originally part of a network of
tramlines built to bring coal and
kerosene shale from the mines to the
main railway.

John Britty North formed the
“Katoomba Coal Mine” in 1872 and
after discovering kerosene shale at
Ruined Castle, he formed the
“Katoomba Coal & Shale Co. Ltd” in
1885. German engineers were hired to
construct an aerial ropeway. Known
as the “Flying Fox”, it ran from the
Ruined Castle, across the Jamison
Valley, to the engine bank (near the
upper terminus of the Scenic
Railway). It collapsed after only six
months in use (the wreckage is still
strewn across the valley), the
company went into liquidation soon
afterwards.

The Australian Kerosene Oil &
Mineral Company took over the Glen
Shale Mine in the Megalong Valley
and, soon after, the Ruined Castle
mines. They decided to concentrate
their efforts on the Glen Shale Mine.
A miners track, now the Golden
Stairs, ascended the eastern side of
Narrow Neck from where a track of
sorts led into Katoomba. By 1895
both mines were winding down and
Katoomba’s shale oil industry was
abandoned by 1903.

In 1925, the Katoomba Colliery was
registered, with the aim of re-opening
the coal mine at the base of the cliffs
and selling coal to the Katoomba
Electric Powerhouse, hotels and
residents etc. They set about re-

An unusual use
for coal tubs - in
the clothes
section of the gift
shop.

The entrance to
Katoomba coal
mine on one of
the ‘bush walks’.

Left: Exterior of the
reconstructed miners
hut..

Below: The interior of
the Miners hut.

The Plunge of Death, Blue Mountains, Australia, cont ...
Andy Wood
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building the cable-haulage way from
the cliff-top to the valley below (this
later became the Scenic Railway).

The first passengers on the railway, a
group of weary bushwalkers, were
carried (kneeling on empty chaff
sacks) in a coal wagon, in the late
1920s. The mine management realised
the financial potential, and had seats
built onto some coal skips. The
Depression, and the closure of the
Katoomba Electric Powerhouse, spelt
the death of the coal mine. From
about 1933, the company
concentrated on the tourist trade,
constructing a passenger car
called Mountain Devil.

Kerosene shale looks like coal, but is
much lighter in weight. It can be
black or dark green in colour, has a
silky sheen and is greasy to the
touch. It consists of bituminous mud
or clay, whilst coal is carbonised
plant tissue. The term “oil shale” is,
today, applied to any rock which
produces oil on heating, whilst high
grade oil shale is called torbanite.
Torbanite was named after Torbane
in Scotland, which came to be
associated with the Boghead
deposits discovered in 1844. At the
time, the mineral became known as
Boghead Mineral. Until the
development of Kerosene and
Paraffin (used for making candles),
the only available fuels for
illumination in Australia were whale
and seal oil, which were burned in
smoky glass-chimneyed lamps, and
candles made from tallow and other
fats.

Associated with the mines were
various industrial facilities. These
included retorts, coking ovens,
refineries, and candle factories.
Kerosene and candles were exported
to Asia and the Pacific. High grade
ore was exported to the U.S.A. and
U.K. prior to being refined, a
situation which contributed to the
eventual demise of the industry in
1931. Other factors included high
extraction and processing costs, and
increased overseas production of
natural crude oil.

The Plunge of Death, Blue Mountains, Australia, cont ...
Andy Wood

Preserved coal
tubs.

Left: Ropeway bucket and
hangar. Used on the 1890 aerial
ropeway bringing kerosene shale
from the Ruin Castle mines to the
terminus at the top of the cliff.
Made by Adolf Bleichert & Co.,
Leipsig, Germany. Buckets
regularly came loose from the
haulage rope and ran down the
track ropes hitting the bucket in
front or behind and knocking
them off.

This is one of those runaway
buckets, rescued from the valley
floor.

Below: 1889 Rope sheave from
the Ruined Castle Shale Mines.
Made of cast iron, probably in
Sheffield, England.

In 1925 it was used as a
headsheave tor the Katoomba
Colliery Ltd..
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What the Papers Said - From the Iron and Coal Trades Review
August 24, 1870

submitted by Steve Dewhirst
SHROPSHIRE—DARK LANE COLLIERY.

CHARGE AGAINST A COLLIERY MANAGER.
Mr. Summers, chief agent for the Dark Lane Collieries, was summoned by Mr. Wynne, Government
inspector of mines for the district, for not having provided adequate ventilation to disperse noxious
gas, in consequence whereof an explosion had taken place on the 22nd June. Mr. Bartlett, solicitor, of
Wolverhampton, appeared for the defence. Mr. Wynne said that, by the explosion mentioned, one
person had been killed and another severely injured. The managers of the colliery were aware that on
the day previous to the explosion there was gas in the pit, and they took but temporary, and, as it
proved, inefficient means to remove it. By the Act of Parliament the owner or principal agent of a
colliery was liable to a penalty if proper ventilation was not provided to dilute and render harmless
the noxious gas which accumulates in the pits.—Enoch Owen said he was a workman at the Dark Lane
Colliery. He was in the pit on the evening before the explosion, and there was so much gas in it that
he was compelled to leave. He reported this to a man named Price. On the 22nd June he went down
again, and after some time there was an explosion which killed his brother and injured Price.— Richard
Stanley said he was at work in the pit on the day preceding the 22nd of June. The men declared it unsafe,
and made representation to that effect. The candles were taken away and lamps provided. If gas was
in the pit it would rise to the top. The explosion was a severe one.

By Mr. Bartlett : Witness was working in the same place on both days, but did not perceive any gas.
In consequence of the representations made as to the unsafe state of the pit, the night men who should
have gone down were not allowed to do so. On the next morning air pipes were laid down. Witness
saw John Owen (the deceased) working with a candle before the explosion. Price had been sent for
to another part of the pit, and as it was his duty to clear away the dirt which Owen threw off, the latter
went for him, the dirt having accumulated so as to impede work. When the two men had returned,
an explosion took place. Witness was of opinion that while Owen was working, the gas could not
accumulate, but that it might accumulate during the absence of a few minutes. The pipes ought to have
dispersed the gas if they had been kept clear. It was witness’s opinion that deceased might have thrown
the dirt on the pipes so as to cover them up. If the mouth of the pipes had not been covered, he did
not think an accident could have occurred. He saw the pipes on the day after the explosion; they were
embedded in dirt.

By Mr. Wynns The dirt ought not to have been there. It was Price’s business to remove the dirt away.
So long as the men worked in the hole it could not well be filled with gas, but in their absence gas would
accumulate. Mr. Bartlett said he believed he could dispose of the case by showing that the managers
of the colliery had taken every precaution to prevent the accident. The last witness had told them that
so soon as there was any apprehension of danger the precaution was taken of not allowing the night-
men to go down the pit. On the following morning ventilation was secured which proved effective
from eight o’clock till some hours afterwards, when the explosion took place. The deceased was
working with a naked candle for some time, and had there been gas about, it would have made its
presence known. The accident could not be accounted for in a better way than had been done by the
last witness, that the dirt had been unknowingly thrown in the mouth of the pipe and stopped the
passage of air. This would not have occurred had Price been present, but he had been called to another
part of the pit where he was told there was an accumulation of gas.  The matter had been thoroughly
sifted at the coroner’s inquest, when, had there been culpable neglect on the part of the chief agent of
the company, a verdict of manslaughter would certainly have been returned by the jury. He contended,
therefore, that the managers of the colliery had taken every precaution which lay in their power, and
that the defendant had not infringed the first general rule of the Act of Parliament under which he was
summoned.

James Darrell, under-agent, said that on the 21st June he surveyed the place where the explosion
occurred on the following day, and he was of opinion that the precautions thereupon taken were such
as were calculated to ensure safety.—After a few minutes consultation the Bench decided that due care
had not been taken to avoid the accident, and they inflicted a penalty of £5, and £1 7s. 10d. costs.
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Mining Incidents in Shropshire No.9
Ivor J. Brown

Tip Slide near Oakengates, April 1976
Earth slides have been a common
feature of the Coalbrookdale
Coalfield from time immemorial, many
were of natural origin, but some of
the more recent have been caused
by, or exacerbated by, man’s
activities. Waste deposits from mines
and quarries have been involved in
some of the more recent as in the
Jackfield, Madeley Wood and the
Old Park areas. This article will
describe only one of the incidents,
that at the Clares Lane and Old Park
Opencast Site in April 1976.

By 1975 a large part of the area
known as Old Park near Oakengates
had been cleared of isolated rows of
houses and cottages and the
residents relocated elsewhere. The
area (about 320 acres), then
consisted mainly of redundant old
buildings, waste spoil heaps,
excavations, mineshafts, waterlogged
subsidences and un-mapped
underground mine workings. It had
been decided to remove all these
development constraints by the use
of opencasting methods returning
the land to beneficial use by
controlled back-filling and
mechanical compaction. This would
also produce nearly 1 million tonnes
of much needed coal and fireclay. Of
course in the early stages it would
involve the heaping up of excavated
material from the first cut at the
boundary of the site.

In this case the major heap from the
first cut was placed alongside Park
Road, the old St. Georges to Dawley
Road on the boundary. About
halfway along this length a new
highway had been formed using a T-
junction, this new highway led to the
new Town Centre development
(Fig.1).

At the time of the incident the writer
was employed as mining engineer for
the New Town Corporation and one
of his responsibilities was to work
with the NCB on the operation of its
mines and opencasts in the new town
area. He arrived at work on 7th April

1976 and immediately received a
report that material from the first heap
was rolling onto the highway. On
arrival at the site of the incident
(fortunately leaving his car some
distance away) he realised that
something serious was happening.

He noticed two men by the tip
watching the material rolling down,
but behind them and all along to the
writer’s position, there was a ripple of
earth and tarmac with a fracture at the
peak. Where the crack  crossed the
T-junction the kerbstones were under
great pressure and smoke (dust!) was
rising from the concrete. The ground
was rumbling beneath the writer’s
feet and boulders of sandstone rolled
down the heap through the hedge
and onto the road. A photograph
was taken (Fig. 2) and, rather shaken,
the writer called to the men to run for
safety, as he did. It was obvious that

the toe of the heap was lifting
upwards together with the hedge and
roadway - a typical rotational slip.

Within seconds the hedge had been
lifted about 9 feet (3m) and a large roll
of earth was moving towards the
Town Centre (Fig. 3). The 11,000 volt
power lines and the lighting columns
were toppling over and setting fire to
the vegetation in the fields. Then
things came to a rest with the sound
of only an occasional trickle of
stones down the main face. Moving
to the new part of the T-junction the
writer could see a shelf or flattened
area part-way up the overburden
heap, the heal of the slide (Fig. 4).

The writer went looking for the two
men, but one came around the
slipped material towards him,
reporting that the second man had
got away safely in the other
direction.

Figure 1
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At the T-junction the old Park Road
was now about 6 ft. (2m) higher than
the newly constructed Town Centre
road, in parts the hedge was about
9ft. higher than formerly and all
services and power lines etc. broken.
A fire was also raging in the local
fields.

The NCB brought in Consultant
Geotechnical Engineers to determine
what had gone wrong, but it was
obvious to all that the waste mound
had been built too high on an
unstable area, probably also
waterlogged , and that Park Road, like
all local roads, was not properly
constructed, but just an ancient
country lane with no proper
foundations. The NCB had to accept
full responsibility - but a much more
serious accident might have occurred
involving people’s lives if it had been
a busier highway.

The NCB did not take the incident
too seriously, even though ‘Aberfan’
was also a very recent memory and
only after other mishaps, including
the serious flooding due to slip at St.
Aidans Site, Leeds, 12 years later,
was the possibility of slips taken
really seriously (see note, below).

The remarks of the Inspector of
Mines in his report on the later St.
Aidans incident could have applied
in the Shropshire case. “There was a
lack of geological knowledge (on the
part of the NCB), no clear
demarkation of the responsibility for
the design” and that “close co-
operation between contractors and
NCB Engineering staff on the
appraisal of stability using all
information available was essential ..”

A National Code of Practice was later
produced after the Shropshire
incident.

Note:
The Code is “The Siting and
Construction of Temporary Spoil
Mounds at Opencast Coal Sites”,
published 1982, reissued 1989.
Available from the Federation of Civil
Engineering Contractors, Cowdray
House, 6 Portugal Street, London
WC2A 2HH.

Mining Incidents in Shropshire No.9, continued . . .
Ivor J. Brown

Figure 2: Old Park Slip,
March 1976.

Figure 3, below: Old Park Slip, looking along Park Road, the T-juntion to the
Town Centre is on the right and the heap was to the left.

Figure 4, below: Old Park
Slip, viewed from the T-
junction.

All pictures: Ivor J. Brown
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Recent Collapses at Shropshire Mines,
Westcott and Rorrington

Westcott collapse
Sometime in early April, a collapse
was noticed into stoping and an adit
believed to be a part of Westcott
copper mine. The location was in a
field immediately to the west of the
Habberley to Cothercott road and
just uphill of the drive to Westcott
birches (NGR 4025 0125).

By the time this had been brought to
the Club’s notice, the Council had
already closed the road and
contractors were working on the site.
A section of the field was fenced off
and the collapse largely dug out as it
was very close to the road and the
adit/stoping ran underneath not far
below the road surface. The
contractor’s foreman is convinced
that the collapse was caused by the
use of the adit as a drain for water
run-off from the road.

There is not much to see in the adit,
apart from a small air shaft just
behind where the digger was
working, that looks to be in imminent
danger of collapse (but it is only 12-
18ins diameter) and a nearly complete
set of rotting horse bridle, collar,
hames etc. obviously dumped into
the mine years ago when past its ‘sell
by’ date.

It was not possible to get very far
outbye as silt washed down,
presumably from the road drains, had
virtually filled the adit about 20 yards
in and there was a foot of water up to
the roof. Inbye, the contractors were
engaged in clearing the passage
under the road with a view to laying

View Outbye in
the adit, showing
the water and silt
washed in. (Andy
Wood)

Adit width
approx. 1.2m,
height approx.
1.5m

Right: The complete set of
horse harness visible in
the collapse. (Andy Wood)

Below: Andy Coyle,
inspecting the collapsed
adit. (Nick Southwick)

drainage pipes and
concreting them in to
reinforce the road.

A small vein of barytes
could be seen on the line
of the adit and some signs
of copper minerals were
noticed. On the east side
of the road, stoping
appears to have collapsed
where the adit continues
into the hill. The adit is
marked on some old maps
but there is no sign at all of
the entrance, which is
believed to have been next
to the road on the bend
below Westcott Farm.

Andy Wood

Rorrington
At Rorrington the estate contacted
the Club to tell us of a small hole that
had appeared in one of the estate
tracks. Further investigation revealed
it to be a void migration from the
back of a short adit which is VERY
popular with bats in the winter. At
the moment this hole is now acting as
a drain for the track, so remedial work
needs to be undertaken urgently to
both protect the adit and bat roost
and make the track safe.

On Saturday 31st May, a
small group of Club
members visited the level,
to measure the site and
come up with a plan of
‘attack’ - watch this
space!

Right: Neal Rushton
examines the hole. The
track at this point is 3m
wide. (Kelvin Lake -
I.A.Recordings)
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U-Boat Moves
A few years ago Club members
visited the World War II German
submarine U-534 at the Historic
Warships Museum at Mortar Mill
Quay, near Birkenhead, Merseyside.
Following the closure last year of the
Museum the 900-ton U-boat has
been cut into five parts and floated to
Woodside Ferry Terminal in
Birkenhead.

Mersey Travel, which owns and
operates Mersey Ferries, bought the
U-boat to house it at its terminal.
The submarine, which was launched
on 23 September 1942, was used as a
training vessel in the Baltic.
However, it was sunk, while heading
away from Germany (contrary to
orders following the German
surrender) on 5 May 1945 by depth
charges dropped by an RAF
Liberator.

The vessel was salvaged in 1993 and
brought to the UK in May 1996. The
new exhibition at Woodside is due to
open in July.

Fake Ethiopian Gold
Following the discovery that some of the “gold” it
purchased was gold-plate steel, Ethiopia's national bank
has been told to inspect all the gold in its vaults to
determine its authenticity.

The first hint that something was wrong reportedly came
when the Ethiopian central bank exported a consignment
of gold bars to South Africa. The South Africans sent
them back, complaining that they had been sold gilded
steel. An investigation revealed that the bank had
bought a consignment of fake gold from a supplier, who
is now under arrest.

Other arrests followed, including business associates of
the main accused; national bank officials; and chemists
from the Geological Survey of Ethiopia. Gold is mined in
Ethiopia in considerable quantities, and traders selling
gold to the central bank have to have it tested and
certified by the Geological Survey.

Another worrying discovery was that a different batch
of gold in the bank's vaults is also fake. This was gold
seized from smugglers several years ago. The big
question is whether the bank bought fake gold and co-
incidently confiscated fake gold in the first place, or
whether real gold from the vaults has been swapped for
gilded steel.

 News Reports, March 2008

Above: Gareth and Neal Rushton surveying the ‘bat’
chamber - the far end of which has migrated to the
surface. (Kelvin Lake - I.A.Recordings)

Changing Signs
On a brief stop at the ‘Miners Arms’
public house, Priest Weston (purely
for research purposes, obviously!), it
was noted that the pub had changed
it’s sign - and seemingly it’s name!

The new sign (below, right)  at first
glance gives the impression of a coal
miner, although if you look closely
the ‘miner’ is wearing a carbide lamp

on his hat. Nick-named ‘stinkies’ this
type of lamp is visible in several old
photographs of Shropshire metal
miners at mines such as the Sallies
(see “West Shropshire Mining
Fields”, p100).

The word ‘old’ which was on the old
sign seems to have been dropped
from the pub name on the new one!

Above, left: Pub sign in March 2004. ... the 2008 sign ...
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During the 1950s the Miner’s Welfare
Fund sponsored a thriving Youth
Club in Madeley , Shropshire, for
young workers and their girlfriends.
Their activities were varied, both
indoor and outdoor. For a period one
activity that was popular was the
hiring of a mini-bus or two and with a
couple of cars going to the hills for
hikes, climbs and occasionally a bit
of caving. One of these trips, on a
Sunday in August 1959, was to
spend a day with the operators of the
then working Clogau Gold Mine at
Bontddu.

At this time the mine was operated
by Clogau St. Davids Gold Mines Ltd
and the Crown Lease Holder (Gold is
a Crown Mineral) was Hugh Edwards
who although 76 years of age also
ran Caerdeon Farm in the hills near
Bontddu. He was assisted by Jack
Williams, another farmer living 300
yards from the mine with other
helpers from the Halfway House pub
as required. Mining took place when
work on the farms in the area was
quiet. The writer had spent some
days at the mine earlier that year
during a pit holiday. He was also one
of several volunteer assistant leaders
at the Club.

The great day arrived, the writer and
companions set off first in a
borrowed car to arrive early so that
they could pick-up Hugh Edwards
from his farm, a couple of miles from
the Clogau Mine, and to get to the
mine in time to light the blacksmiths
forge so that coffee, (and later a three
course meal) could be prepared for
the adventurers when they arrived.
At the farm Hugh surprised these
early visitors by pulling open a draw
and showing samples of gold and
other minerals from the area all
wrapped in paper. He explained that
some of his gold had gone recently
to make Royal Wedding rings. He
also put some samples in his pocket
to take to the mine.

The rest of the party arrived on time,
having left their transport in the
village and walking up the stream
path. Over coffee Hugh explained

that he started his working life as a
gold miner at the turn of the 19th/
20th Century when there were over
300 such miners in the area. He had
got his gold license in 1949 and now
leads a team of prospectors, mainly in
the winter months. They used a
compressed air drill with diamond
pointed chisel and at present were
sinking a new shaft into the vein
about 600 yards in the lower or
‘Llechfraith’ adit to the mine. The
only power available (other than
manual) was the compressor, situated
at the adit entrance.

Much to the surprise of the visiting
mineworkers, ventilation was natural
- with the other entrance, a shaft,
further up the hill, and illumination
was by carbide
lamp. Hugh said
that when they
find gold they get
£12 per ounce, but
one-twenty-fifth
goes to the Crown.
Another shock to
the coal miners was
the absence of pit
props or other
supports.

Below: Madeley Miners Youth Club on Clogau Mine tips, 1960.

Right: Clogau Mine
entrance 1960
(on right is compressor, workshop to the left).

Hugh Edwards (right) and helpers at
Clogau Mine,1960.

All pictures: Ivor J. Brown

Young Madeley Coal Miners and the Welsh Gold Mine
Ivor Brown
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Young Madeley Coal Miners and the Welsh Gold Mine, cont ...
Ivor Brown

While the girls, with the youth leader,
peeled the potatoes and prepared the
food for lunch, Hugh and Jack
Williams took the lads to the stream
(Hirgwm) where there was a lower
drainage adit and two gold bearing
veins. Hugh demonstrated gold
panning - but the only gold we saw
came wrapped in paper out of his
pocket!

glistening - but how much of it was
gold!

After a hot lunch taken by all, and
washing up in the stream, time was
spent picking over the tips and
visiting other surface workings
nearby. There was much quartz,
“tellurium” and some copper, but
disappointedly no real gold was
found. The gold miners were thanked
by the Shropshire Coal Miners - who
then moved on, to the nearby beach.
There was much talk of another visit
soon, to look for copper on
Snowdonia’s Copper Miners Trail -
but that is another story.

For the writer and a couple of others
it was then a quick trip by car back to
Shropshire and a Sunday night shift
at a “real” pit - it was to be a long day
out!

Footnote
Jack Williams was still at the mine 20
years later (see ‘Below 2007.4, p25).

Later while Hugh watched over the
meal on the hot-hearth, the rest went
for a tour of the underground
workings inside the adit. Water was
obviously the problem and the
present working shaft was flooded to
the top and would have to be bailed
out before work could recommence.
Several likely gold bearing areas were
pointed out and there was much

Left: MMYC - girlfirends and leader
Stan Ellis, preparing lunch at Clogau
Mine, 1960.

Film studio Plans
Plans for a multi-million pound film
studio in a former coal mining area
have been given outline planning
permission, which will be considered
by the Regional Government Office.

Developer Coolmore Estates wants to
build a complex near Seaham along
with a hotel, a lake and leisure
facilities. It is hoped the development
would create more than 2,000 jobs
and rival Pinewood Studios.

The Regional Government Office has
28 days to consider the scheme and if
approved it is hoped the fully-
equipped film studio on the site will
be rented out to film makers.

However, objections and concerns
have been raised by Hawthorn Parish
Council because of the visual impact
of the buildings. The Ramblers
Association and British Horse
Society also objected to the potential
loss of a bridleway in the area.

BBC News Reports,  9th May 2008

Cave Weddings
Kents Cavern in Torquay, Devon, is
now licensed for subterranean
wedding ceremonies. The  Devon
tourist attraction was granted a
marriage licence in April this year to
hold weddings in its caves, which
date back more than 500,000 years.
Couples will be able to choose one of
four caves to make their vows, with
the largest chamber able to
accommodate 80 guests.

The caves are Britain's oldest
scheduled Ancient Monument, first
designated in 1957.

The first humans are believed to have
lived in the area alongside sabre-
toothed cats, bears, hyenas and
woolly mammoth. A piece of jawbone
from Neanderthal man has been
found in one of the caves. While the
hillside, woodlands and the internal
landscape of the caves are
designated a Site of Special Scientific
Interest by English Nature.

Help Needed -
Which Engine House?

In the picture (below) is Ivor Brown
after inspecting his first engine
house in 1937 (with parents and
godmother).

But where is it? The location is
probably in the Swinney, Coalport or
Broseley Wood (near the end of the
Coalport Dodger Railway Line) area.

Any suggestions, please send them
to the Editor.
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I arrived at the Victoria Battery late on a Friday
afternoon, after a long day’s drive so was only able to
take a quick, self-guided tour around the site. If planning
a visit, go at a summer weekend when the museum in the
old transformer house is open and you can take a tour
around the site on the diesel powered tramway (with
taped commentary) operated by the Victoria Battery
Tramway Association.

The place to start is at the very top of the site. Before
tube mills were installed in 1902, the ore had to be dry
crushed. This process required the ore to be roasted
before crushing so any sulphides were oxidized, making
the ore more friable. Eight wood fired kilns, very much
like lime kilns, were dug into the top of the hill. Skips
were winched up the incline and tipped into the kilns.
Layers of ore were alternated with firewood and then the
kilns were lit. Once roasted, the dried ore was emptied
into skips in a U-shaped tunnel servicing the base of the
kilns and trucked down to the primary crushers. The
whole process was very expensive as it required one ton
of wood per one ton of ore – up to five acres of wood
every second day.  A replica of the original roof covers
the kiln site and a walkway carries you over them giving
a good view of their brick lined construction. If you are
there when the site is manned, it is possible to tour the
tunnel below.

The crushers reduced the ore to a mesh size of 2.5ins for
feeding into the stamper batteries. The stamps, each
weighing 1,250lbs (566kgs), were grouped in sets of 5;
each set being known as a battery and totalling 200 in all.
The stamps were lifted in sequence by a camshaft and
reduced the ore to sand by free-falling 110 times per
minute. This was a 24 hour process and the noise must
have been incredible. From the stamps, the ‘sand’ was
conveyed to tube mills where it was ground to the
consistency of flour in preparation for the cyanide
process. Concrete foundations remain for many of these
pieces of equipment.

The site of the Victoria Battery occupies an extensive flat
area within a big bend of the Ohinemuri River opposite
Waikino village. This area was initially selected due to
the availability of relatively cheap hydro power from the
Ohinemuri and Waitekauri Rivers. However, most
structures were removed or demolished after the battery
ceased operations in 1952 but substantial concrete and
masonry walls and footings remain on the site. The most
striking remains are the arched concrete foundations for
the large steel cyanide tanks, known as ‘pachuccas’ or
‘B & M agitation tanks’. Each tank was 15 metres high, 4
m in diameter and had a conical base. The tanks were
filled with finely ground ore and a weak potassium
cyanide solution. After five days of agitation a maximum
amalgamation of gold was achieved and the solution was
drawn off into the precipitation room where the gold and
silver was extracted by precipitation onto zinc shavings.

Victoria Battery, Karangahake Gorge (New Zealand)
Andy Wood

The concrete foundations for the large cyanide tanks

Leat into the site from the Ohinemuri River

Side tipping
mine truck, part
of the Mayclair
mining
machinery
collection

An example of a tube mill - For Sale!
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Before the introduction of electricity in 1913, water was
the power source and one of the water supply leats is
visible in front of the powerhouse. The Ohinemuri river
provided low pressure water power. The leat started at a
masonry dam about halfway between Waihi and Waikino.
It powered the turbines which drove the stamps, was over
4 miles long and fell 54 feet. A system of three water races
from the Waitekauri river fell 200 ft to the site. This high
pressure system powered Pelton wheels which drove
much of the battery’s machinery.

There are many pieces of mining equipment on view
around the site and near to Karangahake, there were three
other batteries (the Crown, Woodstock and Talisman)
which crushed ore from a huge network of mines within
Karangahake mountain. There are walking trails through
the gorge and to these sites.

History
The Waihi Goldmining Company acquired the Martha
mine at Waihi in 1891, new reefs were discovered so
regularly that it almost seemed as though there was no
end to the payable ore. The adoption of the cyanide
process by the Waihi Gold Mining Company in 1894 was
one of the crucial factors in the success of the Waihi
mines as it trebled the recovery rate of gold and silver
from each ton of ore. Prior to the cyanide process
(pioneered in Karangahake), only a small percentage of
gold and silver had been extracted by the old pan
amalgamation process. Development of the Martha Mine
was occurring at a rapid pace and with the increased
tonnages of ore to treat, the Waihi Gold Mining
Company’s treatment plants in Waihi, with sixty-nine
stamps, soon became inadequate. The existing facilities
were extended but it was decided in 1896 to build the
Victoria Battery at Waikino to supplement the other
plants.

Construction started in 1897 and ore crushing began the
following year.  When completed, the battery, with 200
stamps, was the largest quartz crushing plant for gold
extraction in Australasia and the tenth largest in the world.
It was capable of crushing over 812 tonnes of ore each
day to the consistency of sand. The ore from the mine was
conveyed to the battery by an 8km tramway known as ‘the
rakeline’. This railway still exists and is now run as the
‘Goldfields Railway’ bringing tourists
from Waihi up to the Waikino visitor
centre (the re-sited old station from
Paeroa) and the battery.

About 200 people, on average, were
employed at the battery throughout
its life. As well as the ore treatment
plant, the Victoria Battery also
boasted many ancillary facilities,
including a sawmill, a blacksmiths and
a foundry.

Footbridge over the river

Wooden tanks

Small wooden truck bases

‘Cowcatcher’ off one of the railway locos.

All pictures
Andy Wood

Victoria Battery, Karangahake Gorge (New Zealand) cont ...
Andy Wood
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Concrete Session at Clive Copper Mine
Sunday, 9th March, 2008

At 10am on Sunday 9th March a
small team of Club Members
assembled at Clive Copper Mine to
mix and pour the concrete on the lip
of Southern winze.

Andy Harris had already put a lot of
time into the project, constructing the
formwork, which he had anchored
into sockets cut into the sandstone
at the top of the winze. He had also
carefully calculated the required
amount of materials and delivered
them to the site!

The plan was for a team of mixers
(Alan Moseley and John Priest) to
prepare the concrete and pour into
buckets, which Neal Rushton then
lowered down the shaft. A ‘zip wire’
was rigged from the bottom of the
shaft through the southern passage
and into the small southern stope.
Stationed every few yards along the
wire were other members of the team
(Eileen Bowen, Tony Wilson, Mike
Worsfold, Andy Wood, Ian Davies,
Gareth Rushton, and Edwin Thorpe)
who moved the buckets through their
section. Pete Eggleston received the
buckets from the end of the wire,
carrying them a short distance up the
final slope to Kelvin, who then
moved them down the slope to the
head of the winze, where Steve
Holding sat on a ladder across the
top of the formwork. Steve then
handed them down to Andy Harris
who was in the ‘hole’ below and
packed the concrete down into the
space, along with assorted rocks
(collected from the southern stope)
later in the day as the mix neared the
top of the formwork to bulk it up a
little.

Things took a bit of setting up, but
once the production line started
about 12:30 it all seemed to go very
well. Underground it seemed like an
endless feed of buckets - we didn’t
even stop for lunch ! On the surface
they were mixing as fast as they
could and despite one pause when it
was claimed we were running out of
materials, forcing Andy to nip up to
the surface to convince them
otherwise, it was non-stop.

Right and below:
Surface
preparations for
mixing the
concrete.

Above: Andy Harris puts the last
few screws in the formwork to
ensure there was no chance of the
mix dropping out the bottom and
going down the shaft.

Left: Pete Eggleston bringing the
first bucket of concrete on the last
stage of its journey to the Southern
stope.

Right: The first bucket of
concrete.
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The frantic pace had one casualty, on
the last bucket of the day one of
Tony Wilson’s hernias “popped-
out”, resulting in a rescue scenario.
How may hernias does one person
need? Hopefully by the time you read
this Tony will have had his
operation, and be on the road to
recovery.

Congratulations
The concrete work was complete and
everything packed up by 5pm, a
good (if not tiring) days work.
Congratulations to everyone
involved a superb effort.

Right: Steve Holding sitting
on the ladder above the
formwork, from here he
could pass buckets of mix
down to Andy in the bottom
of the formwork.

Above: The completed concrete ‘lip’ - with a
suspicious  ‘And-print.

Right: At the end of the day, the frantic
pace was too much for some !

Above, right: Andy putting the
finishing touches to his “Andy-work”.

Concrete Session at Clive Copper Mine, cont ...
Sunday, 9th March, 2008
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Shropshire Mining Characters: Isaiah Jones (1904-1974)
Ivor Brown

Isaiah Jones (Fig.1) could certainly
be included in this category although
left out during the publication  of the
main series on ‘Below’ 1995-97. He
was also a great friend of the Club,
allowing many visits to his small mine
at The Rock and on its closure in
December 1964 gave the Club
permission to salvage what they
could from both surface and
underground workings (see ‘Below
2005.1’, p.24).

Isaiah had followed several
generations of his family into the
mining industry. His grandfather
James, after working at several of the
mines at The Rock in partnership
with others, bought some of them in
1922. He then obtained the full
mining rights to the land from the
Duke of Sutherland. In the next few
years he built up a good mining
business, employing up to 17 men
and sinking at least two new shafts.

In 1928 Isaiah’s grandfather James
sold the mine operations to his sons,
James (Junior) and John. Isaiah
joined his father James (Junior) and
his uncle John in the new company
later in the year (see reference 3).

Isaiah had been educated at the local
Lawley School from the age of 5 to 14
and then served his apprenticeship
as an electrician at Horsehay Works.
This experience stood him in good
stead for he had joined the mining
company at a time of major
modernisation. Between 1930 and
1935 the manual winches at the
surface were motorised (see East
Shropshire Coalfields p.92)  and
electric current was carried
underground to drive a Siskol Coal
Cutting Machine (this was rescued
by the Club in 1965). Coal continued
to be the main mineral product of the
mine until 1949 when there was a
sudden fall in demand and other
minerals which had been worked,
fireclay and pyrites, were
concentrated on, but the latter did
not become economic.

Operations were moved to another
part of the site which had two shafts

worked by a small steam winding
engine. This was removed and an
electric winder put in its place and
production recommenced but with
fireclay as the chief mineral
produced. An electric fan was also
introduced for ventilation. This mine
continued to work until 1964,
employing about 7 men producing an
average 150 tons of fireclay per week.

For much of the above period the
company is shown in Directories as
James Jones and Sons with John
Jones as manager, but in practice
John remained on surface and
concentrated on sales and haulage.
Isaiah was in charge of the mine but
always said he was the “deputy”.
Practically he was well qualified and
his mining advice frequently sought.

Alongside his mining activities Isaiah
involved himself in public life as a
councillor, being first elected in 1930,
and he remained so until his death in
1974. He was for 19 years Chairman
of Wellington R.D.C. and also
Deputy Chairman of the newly
formed Telford Development
Corporation from 1969 to 1974.

Although the Rock Mine site had
been sold in 1962, underground
working continued to 1964. The
whole mine complex area was then
reworked as an opencast site (Fig. 2),
but Isaiah remained in a small office
as a ‘consultant’. He was particularly
interested in preserving the best of
the clay from within the site and this
was placed in a large storage heap
nearby. There it remained for several

Figure 1: Isaiah Jones, deputy (part-owner) Rock Mine 1964.

Figure 2: Rock Mine being opencast 1968. Oil container is in the Clunch
Seam, Clay storage heaps behind.
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years even after the restoration of the
site (Fig. 3). Isaiah still welcomed
visitors however to his home and
was always happy to chat about past
mining activities in the area.

The writer spent many hours with
Isaiah at the mine in the late 1950s as
a mining student, then while working
with the Club to salvage parts after it
closed. Later from 1971 the writer was
working as a mining engineer with
the Corporation when Isaiah was
Deputy Chairman of this body. He
gave the Club a Neil Robertson
stretcher for rescue use and the Club
removed, with his approval, two
surface winches, remains of a
horsegin, the Siskol Machine from
underground, some trucks and rails
and much more.

The Club also cleared the surface
buildings of lamps, books, maps and
other items, including surveying
equipment, all of which went to the
local museum (see “Catalogue of
Mines” published by Salop C.C. in
1968).

In 1974 when Isaiah died, the first
phase of the New Town Centre was
nearing completion and the writer
had been involved in locating and
making the various old shafts safe.
Unusually for the Telford area,
(where the majority of shafts had
produced ironstone shale, and the
shale had been spread around the
shafts to weather, leaving the shaft
top and headframe on top of the tip
and the engine base on virgin ground
nearby) the Hall and Spout Pit
Mounds did not have the shafts on
top.

The Corporation decided to retain
these as viewpoints over the Town
Centre. It also decided it needed a
memorial to Isaiah  and that a plaque
on one of the mounds would be most
appropriate. Others remembered that
Isaiah had always been fascinated by
a large ‘erratic’ rock at Lawley. This it
was felt would be ideal as a memorial
stone and it was transferred to its
new location and the ‘plate’ (Fig. 4)
affixed.

Figure 3: Restored area of Rock Mine with clay storage heaps behind, 1971

A very fitting memorial to one of the
last of Shropshire’s small mine
owner-operators and to a fine
gentleman.

This rock is a sheared agglomerate, composed of andesite (lava)
mixed with felspar and shale. It was probably formed in the
central Snowdon area of North Wales as a result of a volcanic
explosion and was then transported to Shropshire 15,000 years
ago by the last of the two glaciations known to have passed over
Coalbrookdale Coalfield. Known as Isaiah’s stone it was removed
from Lawley Common during land reclamation operations and
placed here in memory of:

Isaiah Jones OBE
(1904-1974)

Deputy Chairman Telford Development Corporation

June 1974

Figure 4: Memorial Plaque to Isaiah Jones on Spout Mound, Telford
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Landing Level
Noting your observation at the foot
of Ken Lock’s enjoyable article in
Below! 2008.1, about names for what
is often called the ‘Day Level’, this
rang a bell with me, and I consulted a
copy of the Kinnaird Commission
Minutes of 1863.

Capt Thomas Henwood’s testimony
mentions the “landing level” when he
reports the distance to the surface
and the engines, and a gutta percha
pipe used for communication up the
shaft from the landing - presumably
used as a speaking tube. This seems
to confirm your note from the book
you have referred to, and your idea
that in those days “landing level”
was the name used for what is now
called “day level”.

Andy Cuckson
According to the Anglesey Mining
website, an agreement has been
entered which could result in the
mine being sold to Australian
company Western Metals Ltd. This
must mean that all the current
potential new metal mine projects in
the UK are either Australian owned
or have Australian backing.

This must be better than a few years
ago when there weren't any potential
new metal mine projects in the UK!

Hopefully the current access to the
above adit workings will remain.

Alasdair Neill.

Sheepdog Rescued
On Saturday 3rd May, Firefighters
successfully rescued a sheepdog
from a disused mine shaft in
Pembrokeshire. The dog fell 30ft. (9m)
down the shaft while rounding up a
flock at Cresselly, near Tenby. The
farmer raised the alarm and a fireman
was lowered into the shaft on a
harness and bought the dog,
unharmed to the surface.

Comments on ‘Below!’ 2008.1 p 24:
On the tithe map and both relevant
editions of the OS 1-2,500 both
chimneys are shewn round, it is
certain that one was square, how do
we know?

On the rear of the ‘funeral’ photo the
chimney is described as being
‘for the works in a yard to the
rear of the now Simpson’s
Garage’ i.e. the White Grit one,
180 feet high and 33 feet
diameter at the base i.e. round.

The copy I have seen says
that the date is 1908 but the
parish records have Derwas
Owen Jones’ burial as being 11
May 1907.

A picture of the “chimney on
the mound behind Brookside”
shows a possible round
chimney (Photo 1), which I
assume is White Grit’s and
another picture (Photo 2) on
the back of which is ‘this is the
one which used to stand in the
cricket field opposite the Nags
Head’ I assume this to be the
Snailbeach one.

Both chimneys were built after
protests about pollution,
orchestrated by the Rector, in
1832. Facts about sizes are
vague, one is said to be 180
feet tall and the other 150, but
the ‘funeral picture implies that
the White Grit one was the 180
feet one whilst  Moissenet
says that Snailbeach’s was 63
yards  tall.

Both were said to have been
demolished c1919 (VCH).

On the second photo in Below!
2008.1 I can believe that this is the
White Grit chimney but what are the
people standing on and what are
they doing?

Mike Shaw

Photo 1, above: Chimney on the mound
behind Brookside.

Photo 2, below: Chimney on the cricket
field opposite the Nag’s Head.

Letters and News

Annesley Headframes
Persimmon Homes have applied to
pull down the ‘preserved’
headframes at Annesley Colliery as
part of a housing development (for
188 homes). They have said they will
erect a miners’ memorial to replace
the headframes, while a doctors'
surgery, pharmacy, shops and a
heritage park have also been
proposed. Persimmon claim the “large
and frankly unattractive” headframes
would be out of keeping with the
proposed new homes.

Council officers claimed the scheme
would make up for loss of the
headframes, and Annesley and Felley
Parish Council had unanimously

agreed not to oppose the demolition
saying it would cost around £500,000
simply to repair the structures.

Annesley Colliery and its associated
village was declared a Conservation
Area in 1999 in acknowledgement
that the village represented a near
intact mining community, although
since then 16 protected buildings
have been illegally demolished.
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Police Clash with DR Congo Miners

Miners Sacked
Five hundred Zambian mine workers
have been sacked after rioting and
attacking a Chinese manager. Those
sacked were given three days to
reapply for their jobs and give
reasons why they should be re-
employed, while seven union officials
have been arrested.

The Chinese manager at the
Chambishi copper smelter in northern
Zambia was admitted to hospital after
the assault.  The workers threw
stones at the managers as they
attempted to hold talks, on Tuesday
before police were called in. Several
buildings were burned in the violence
and a protester was injured. The
protest was sparked by rumours that
members of the Chinese management
team were about to go on holiday,
which workers feared would delay
negotiations to improve their
conditions of service.

China has become a major investor in
Zambia’s run-down copper sector
but workers have complained of low
wages and poor conditions.

Last year, fearing protests, China's
president cancelled a visit to
Chambishi smelter, which is under
construction, as part of a multi-
million dollar Chinese investment.

A blast at the Chambishi copper mine
killed 50 people in 2005.

News Reports, March 2008

Foreign News Round-Up

Thousands ‘Relocated’
Nearly 20,000 South Africans have
been forced to leave their homes due
to opencast mining by the mining
giant Anglo American in its search
for platinum. Villagers have been
moved to purpose-built townships
financed by Anglo Platinum, which
has offered compensation and new
land. However, residents who have
resisted, claim they have been shot
with rubber bullets by the police.
Anglo-Platinum has said  that it is
trying to ensure that communities are
left no worse off and their objective
is to make them better off.

The increased demand for platinum,
from the electronics and car
manufacturing industries (it’s used in
catalytic converters) has caused
world prices for the metal to soar.
This in turn has seen a new wave of
opencast mines in South Africa, the
world’s largest producer. Nearly 90%

of the world’s platinum reserves are
in southern Africa and the largest
producer by far is Anglo American
through its subsidiary, Anglo-
Platinum.

Anglo-Platinum has been accused of
polluting water sources around it’s
mines. Last October, the charity
Action Aid conducted water
sampling around Anglo-Platinum's
mines in the Limpopo province and
found sources used by schools and
villages were unfit for human
consumption. It said they had been
contaminated with nitrates, which
can cause a potentially fatal blood
disorder and stomach cancer.

Anglo-Platinum has also been
criticised over safety standards - on
average, around 20 people a year are
killed whilst working in its mines.

BBC News Reports, March 2008

Hundreds of miners clashed with
police in the Democratic Republic of
Congo’s mineral-rich Katanga
province while the Police were
attempting to evict them from an old
quarry in Kamatanda - near the
country's border with Zambia - on
Thursday 6th March.

At least one miner was reportedly
shot dead and 30 others injured. The
miners were digging for copper and
cobalt ore in a quarry belonging to
the state mining company,
Gecamines. Thousands of casual
miners are afraid of losing their
livelihoods as the government seeks
to sell mining concessions to foreign
investors.

The move angered the miners, who
said the governor of the province
had promised them that they would
not be asked to leave the disused
quarry. Gecamines went bankrupt in
1990, and its mines have since been
invaded by thousands of self-
employed diggers and miners.

DR Congo has vast mineral reserves,
including gold, diamonds, 10% of the
world’s copper. More than a third of

cobalt, used in mobile phones comes
from DR Congo.

Since DR Congo's independence in
1960, its vast mineral wealth has been
a key factor in the country’s civil
wars and instability. Last year, the
government appointed a commission
to review at least 60 mining contracts
signed in the last decade because
“none of the contracts met
international standards”. The
government said it wanted to ensure
that the country's vast mineral wealth
was used to benefit its people.

News Reports, March-April 2008

Tanzania Miners Killed
About 75 miners are feared dead after
rainfall triggered the collapse of
several mines in Tanzania.

Seven bodies have so far been
recovered in the Mererani region,
about 40km (25 miles) south-east of
Arusha in north-eastern Tanzania.

Rescueres say the flooding is
hampering their efforts and there is
little hope of finding anyone else
alive.

The area mines Tanzanite, a valuable
blue gemstone found only in a small
area near Arusha.

BBC News, 30th March 2008

Arctic Mining
Representatives from Denmark,
Norway, Canada, Russia and America
have met in Greenland in an attempt
to head off a new “gold rush” in the
high north. They have all agreed to
settle disputes through UN
procedures in an orderly way.

However, there is still all to play for
in terms of exploiting mineral
resources as the ice cap shrinks and
it remains to be seen if the
procedures will be used.
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Available from Mike Moore
www.moorebooks.co.uk

Books and Events

Library Additions
Subterranea Britannica, Issue
15, December 2007 - features a
report on a visit to Boulby, trips to
Geneva (WWII Forts) and Latvia by
Keith Ward and Nick Catford, Sub.
Brit trip to Cumbria, and The
Roedean School tunnel and rock-cut
boathouse are just some of the
articles.

Stone Chat, Spring 2008, Vol.28
No.3 - Newsletter of the Norfolk
Mineral & Lapidary Society -
includes an item on Jade Mining in
British Columbia and Scotland’s First
Geopark - the North West Highlands.

North Wales Caving Club
Newsletter, Issue 304; January/
February 2008, Issue 305; March/
April.

Mendip Caving Group, MCG
News: Issue 346; December 2007,
Issue 347; February 2008 and Issue
348; March 2008 - interesting caving
trips in and under the Mendips.

Slates from Glyn Ceriog
The history of the Slate Industry of the Ceiriog Valley 1529 - 1948  and its
influence on the creation of the Glyn Valley Tramway
By John Milner, 212pp, 214photos,
10 maps, 6 drawings

After over forty years of research by
the author. the untold history of the
Ceiriog Valley slate industry (1529-
1948) is revealed for the first time.
This is volume 1 of John Milner’s
Industrial History of the Ceiriog
Valley, to be released over the next
few years; the culmination of a
lifetime’s research work. It is much
more than simply a book on the slate
industry in this little corner of North
East Wales. It tells the story of the
English entrepreneurs who arrived to
exploit the mineral wealth; that of the

local inhabitants who, over the
centuries, were provided with work
and a modest living standard; the
influence that the slate industry had
on the creation of the Glyn Valley
Tramway; and the cultural
development of this little Welsh
community. Case bound with full
colour jacket 212 pages on quality art
paper in full colour throughout Fold-
out plans, 214 photographs, 10
specially commissioned maps, 10
plans and 6 drawings
Price £28.50 + £5 p&p

Geevor Hard Rock Museum
A new museum ‘Hard Rock’ will open
at the end of July at Geevor Tin
Mine. Telling the story of Geevor and
mining in Cornwall and housed
within a former mine building. A
comprehensive restoration
programme for the other buildings on
the site has also taken place.

The problem that all museums have is
that they have more material (images
and documents) than can be
displayed. To overcome this the new
musuem has two computer terminals
accessing a searchable database of
mining and Geevor related data.
Subjects include geology,
mineralogy, metallurgy, mining and
processing techniques, pluis social
history. It is envisaged that the
database will grow over time. If you
are interested in submitting an article,
an item of research or a photograph,
contact Bill Lakin: pch@geevor.com

Pendeen Community Heritage,
Geevor Tin Mine, Pendeen, Cornwall,
TR197EW

Tel. 01736 788662
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Books and Videos

'Mongst Mines - and mine explorers!

for details of availability visit: www.iarecordings.org

EXPLORATION OF CORNISH MINES ABOVE

AND BELOW GROUND

Replacing the popular compilation “The SCMC in Cornwall”
digitally re-mastered and with a full commentary.

This massive DVD production
follows the members of the
Shropshire Caving and Mining Club
as they explore the incomparable
mining remains still to be found in
Cornwall, both above and below
ground.

Mainly recorded in 1993, it also
features footage from 1983 and 1987
of sites that have since changed
considerably, and material shot
during the InterNAMHO 2000 mining
history conference.

Most of the underground tours were
recorded with revolutionary new
video equipment developed by IAR,
which gives the viewer the feeling
that they are exploring the mine
themselves.

Featuring:
A tour of South Crofty
tin mine at work 730
metres below adit level.

Levant whim in steam,
Goonvean beam engine,
Mitchell’s shaft
preserved beam winder
in operation.

A tour of the dressing
plant of Geevor tin mine
while it was still working.
Taylor's shaft beam
pumping engine &
outbuildings, Cligga
Head mine underground.
Tolgus tin streaming
plant, stamps & calciner,
Tywarnhale surface
remains.

An underground tour of
South Condurrow, the
Camborne School of
Mines training mine.

An underground tour of the Holman
Brothers test mine, Wheal Basset
surface remains.

Mines of the Trevaunance area with
Ken Brown, Wheal Jane Mill and
Kennal Vale gunpowder works all
during InterNAMHO 2000.

    ...and much more!

Plus:
An unique visual exploration of
J.C.Burrow’s 1893 ‘Mongst Mines
and Miners, using very high quality
prints recently taken from the original
negatives!

£16.95 Triple DVD
(£12 to Club Members at meetings)

Recorded in 1983, 1987, 1993, 1994 & 2000

Kingswood Coal by SGMRG
This new booklet by the South
Gloucestershire Mines Research
Group (SGMRG) provides details of
the mine locations of all the mines
across the whole of the South
Gloucestershire coalfield - and where
you can still find visible remains!

The book covers the area from
Cromhall in the North to Bedminster
in the South: Cromhall, Yate, Coalpit
Heath, Easton, Kingswood,
Emersons Green, Hanham all played
an important part in our mining
history - producing the coal that
fuelled Bristol’s industrial revolution.
Brief histories of all these collieries
are illustrated with photographs of
local sites, mostly never before
published.

The great strength of the book is that
it goes on to provide a gazetteer of
those sites that have survived into
the 21st century - with a grid
reference so curious readers can go
and look.  But, with more mining
remains disappearing every day the
advice is to go now - whilst there is
still anything left.  Visible surface
remains range from original engine
houses to spoil heaps - and some
stunning engine house remains.

The book contains 36 pages of text, 4
maps and 50 photographs, including
a colour front cover, most previously
unpublished. The book is based
around articles written over a period
of 25 years for BIAS (Bristol
Industrial Archaeology Society).

Price: £6 plus £1 p&p
Available from:
SGMRG Treasurer (KC),
Roger Gosling, 51 Greenhill Road,
Alveston, Bristol, BS35 3NA.

Please make cheques to be payable
to “SGMRG”.

Information and an order form for the
book are available on-line at:
www.sgmrg.co.uk/kingswoodcoal

More about SGMRG and its work
recording, excavating and conserving
mining heritage in and around Bristol
and South Gloucestershire can be
found at:: www.sgmrg.co.uk
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Diary Dates

Tackle: Ian Cooper

First Aid Officer:
Alan Moseley

Librarian: Alan Robinson

Bat Officer: Mike Worsfold

Rescue Officer:
Neal Rushton

‘Below’ Editor, Publications:
Kelvin Lake

President: Alan Taylor

Chair: Neal Rushton

Vice-Chair, Conservation
Officer and NAMHO Rep:
Steve Holding

Secretary: Andrew Wood

scmc.secretary@factree.org.uk

Treasurer: Eileen Bowen

Training Officer: Ian Davies

Membership, Insurance &
BCA Rep: Mike Davies

Club Officers

14th June:  Dragline Open Day, St.
Aidens Opencast Coal Site,
Swillington, Leeds. 2pm to 4pm.
Admission FREE

11th to 13th July: NAMHO 2008
“Mines, People & Industries of
Scotland”. Scottish Mining Museum,
Lady Victoria Colliery Site, Newton
Grange, Midlothian, EH22 4QN.

16th to 25th August: Craven PC
Gaping Gill winch meet.

24th August: Columns Open Day,
Ogof Ffynnon Ddu.

13th and 14th September:  Dragline
Open Day, St. Aidens Opencast Coal
Site, Swillington, Leeds. 2pm to 4pm.
Admission FREE

26th to 28th Sept. 2008: Hidden
Earth 2008 - National Caving
Conference, Otley, Yorkshire. More
details on their web site:

hidden-earth.org.uk

25th to 27th October: 24th SUICRO
Symposium, Lowrer Lock Erne, Co.
Fermanagh.

21st to 23rd November: CHECC
2008 7th University Caving Seminar,
Castleton.

The Joys of underground repairs  ...

Catch us on the World Wide Web. Club activities & the labyrinth:  http://www.shropshirecmc.org.uk/
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